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An OmniChannel Approach To Communication And Collaboration

How Micro-Stories Are 
Connecting Communities



The world changed. Work life changed,  
home life changed.

We adapted.

As our virtual work increased, the team 
measurably turned to Digital Communities  
to connect across borders and time.



Connections are forged across global professional networks,  
bridging organizational and geographic boundaries, cross-fertilizing ideas 
and developing stronger relationships.

Communities Help Members  
Build Connections



UNICEF introduced Digital Communities in 2016 under 
the BUILD model, a framework that grew participation to 
6,000 staff members in 2018.

In 2022, Digital Communities support over 22,000 staff 
accounts engaging on the platform — a new record! 



How Micro-Stories Are  
Connecting Communities
In 2021-22, we invested in deliberate, quality content to deepen engagement  
in UNICEF’s Network of Digital Communities. We amplified the best stories, and 
surfaced them through micro-narratives and targeted messaging in uMessage. 
Introduced a micro-story model: the art and science of a 100-word summary 
that captures evidence and knowledge in real-time. 

The model helped increase content readership 15-fold (from 1000 to 15,000 views).



Make Every Word Count
A micro-story is told in 300 or fewer words; a subset of flash fiction, which limits stories 
to 1000 words. A 300-word story can be structured like any short story, but if reduced to 
100 words, storytelling rules bend. The challenge is to make every word count. 

A micro-story, like all stories, has a beginning, middle, and end, and includes a twist  
or tension: either it’s a change in the character or a twist in the plot. The micro-story also 
has a scenario, which needs few but very compelling details. A few words must form 
vivid descriptions.
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UNICEF Community  
22,000 members
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21,044
active people
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21,044 members  
who read messages
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3,270,368 read messages
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Key analysis:
UNICEF connects the global team through 
Yammer Digital Communities, growing to 22,000+ 
registered users as of November 2022. Activity 
on the platform has grown dramatically in 2021-
2022. It’s been the right tool for the time.

UNICEF’s mission benefits from the real-time 
connections, passion and intelligence enabled  
by this platform.

Exponentially increased participation with 4.1 
million activities in the first half of 2022; and 
scaled up a 15-fold increase in read messages 
(from 1000 to 15,000 +) over the past year.



From 13,000 to 22,000+  
registered users:  

9,000+
more members joined
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Members were engaged.  
46.4% of All Members

The Growth of UNICEF Network
UNICEF becomes a networked organization through community management and social technology

Almost 13,000 staff have an account,  
and more than 100 new members join every month.
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+67%
Enhancing knowledge exchange across UNICEF  
and creating a more connected organization

• Knowledge sharing
• Creating a connected organization
• Preventing duplication
• Fostering innovation

+70%
Being part of communities with clear purpose  
and relevance to their work

Impact
#EVIDENCE

Why people join  
online communities?

#EVIDENCE

Four ways to create  
greatest impact



Most 
Engaging 
Posts
The Most Engaging Posts  
shows the posts that have had  
the most engagement in their 
conversations threads.



And here’s what staff said

Yammer is a safe space 
for us to share knowledge 
(and a laugh) and to build 
connections — professional

Dear colleagues, yammer platform 
is the easiest way to get through 
colleagues globally.

“100,000 conversations and 
reactions were shared across 
the network.” What an amazing 
milestone and testament to 
how incredibly important 
this community is to build 
connection across UNICEF!

As of today I am new to Yammer. 
After several years away I have 
recently returned to UNICEF. I can’t 
tell you how meaningful it is to know 
this platform now exists. My 2022 
#YammerGoal is to meet and get to 
know as many of you as possible.




